The Clinical Effectiveness of a Novel Power
Toothbrush and Its Impact on Oral Health

Abstract
This review details the invention and clinical testing of a new power toothbrush designed to provide a
low cost, effective toothbrush, which has a combination of a round oscillating head in conjunction with
fixed bristles. The data demonstrate this power toothbrush (Crest® SpinBrush™) is an effective cleaning toothbrush with respect to plaque removal. Four independent 4-period crossover studies, where
subjects used each brush twice, have demonstrated that brushing with this power toothbrush results in
10-40% greater plaque removal relative to a series of control manual toothbrushes. Separate research
has confirmed that adults and children tend to brush longer, 35.8% and 38.3% respectively, when using
this power toothbrush relative to manual toothbrushes.
In addition, it has been shown to be superior to a battery-powered toothbrush (Colgate ActiBrush™) in
two independent studies and has demonstrated comparable efficacy to a leading powered toothbrush
®
(Oral-B Ultra Plaque Remover ). In parallel, this power toothbrush has also been shown to be safe
relative to manual and power toothbrushes.
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Introduction
Power toothbrushes were introduced to consumers in the 1960’s and have continued to evolve
in both design and performance. More recently,
powered toothbrushes with round oscillating
bristle heads have become a prominent aid for
delivering oral hygiene in both the United States
and Europe. A number of clinical studies have
demonstrated that these power toothbrushes deliver greater plaque removal compared to manual
toothbrushes, leading to growing acceptance in
the dental community that power toothbrushes
offer superior plaque control efficacy compared
to manual toothbrushes.1-15 Importantly, these
benefits appear to be applicable to the general
population, as in a large practice-based study
examining 16,903 patients in which dental professionals reported that 80.5% of their patients had
noticeable benefits with respect to plaque removal
and gingival condition.16

achieving motorized motions in the bristles and
heads of toothbrushes to aid in more effective
cleaning of teeth. The commercial marketplace
had evolved into two distinct markets. On the
higher price end ($20-$100), was a steady stream
of novel power toothbrushes that provided increasingly complex motions to the bristles and
brush head at a premium price. At the same
time, the more affordable end of the market had
become the province of very simple power toothbrushes that only vibrated through the use of an
offset weight attached to the motor shaft. These
low cost power toothbrushes provided very little
true additional cleaning benefit with their use,
since no vigorous motion was transmitted to the
cleaning surface of the brush.
Recently, a new low cost, effective battery
powered toothbrush (Crest® SpinBrush™) was
introduced, which has a combination of a round
oscillating head in conjunction with fixed bristles.
The brush head, with its combination of fixed
and moving bristles, was designed to have a
more traditional sized brush head permitting patients to brush their teeth in an optimal

However, by the late 1990’s, examination of the
evolving technology in the power toothbrush
market demonstrated a growing tendency toward
increasingly complex and expensive methods of
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Subjects refrained from all oral hygiene procedures
and chewing gum for 12 hours prior to their appointment. In addition, the subjects did not eat,
drink, or smoke the morning of their appointment.
Subjects were disclosed with Red-Cote® disclosing
solution and examined by a blinded examiner for
baseline overnight plaque using the Turesky Modification of the Quigley-Hein Index.23,24

manner recommended by a dentist, while the
motorized circular portion of the brush promotes
more effective cleaning. In addition, this brush
has an angled shaft to permit easier access to
the back teeth in the oral cavity. Importantly, it
was developed specifically to provide a low cost
alternative to existing power toothbrushes, while
providing proven performance with respect to oral
health.

The plaque examination was scored on the buccal
and lingual surfaces of all teeth with the exception
of the third molars. The maximum number of teeth
was 28 with 56 scoreable sites, while the minimum
number of teeth was 15 with 30 scorable sites.
Subjects were instructed to brush their teeth with
their assigned toothbrush following their normal
regimen for 1 minute in the presence of a monitor.
A controlled pre-measured quantity of marketed
0.243% sodium fluoride dentifrice (Crest Cavity
Protection) was dispensed to each subject by the
supervisor to control dosing variability. Subjects
were re-disclosed with Red-Cote disclosing solution and reexamined by the blinded examiner.

Clinical Efficacy Studies
The current clinical support for Crest SpinBrush
efficacy consists of seven plaque removal brushing efficiency studies.17-22 The clinical design used
to demonstrate efficacy is well established in the
literature and has been previously well characterized.1,7,17-22 Briefly, all seven of the studies were
randomized, controlled, examiner-blind, crossover
designs (six of seven studies were cross-over,
with the last study being parallel) that examined
plaque removal with a battery operated power
toothbrush compared to a control toothbrush following a single use.
Study participation was on a voluntary basis following written informed consent of the subjects. A
population of healthy adults with a minimum of 15
gradable teeth, between the ages of 18-70, was
recruited. Prospective subjects were excluded
from the study for the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•

Obvious periodontal disease
Presence of orthodontic appliances or
removable prosthesis
Presence of 5 or more carious lesions
requiring treatment
Pregnancy
Or inability to comply with the study protocol
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as a confirmatory analysis. All statistical tests of
hypotheses were two sided and employed a level
of significance of p = 0.05.

For statistical comparison, the plaque scores were
averaged on a per subject basis. Each subject
had a single whole-mouth average score for
baseline and for the exam following a one-minute
brushing with their assigned toothbrush. For the
six cross-over studies, the difference (baseline
minus post-brushing) in average scores was
calculated and analyzed using an analysis of
covariance for a crossover design, with baseline
whole-mouth average score as the covariate and
terms in the model for subjects, periods, treatments, and residual (carryover) effects. This
analysis is referred to as the full model analysis.
A reduced model without residual effects was
used for the final analysis. In the one parallel
study, the difference (baseline minus post-brushing) in average scores was calculated and analyzed for treatment group differences using an
analysis of covariance with baseline whole-mouth
average score as the covariate. A nonparametric
Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test was also performed
on the baseline minus post-brushing differences

Clinical Efficacy Studies
The efficacy of this new power toothbrush can be
divided into three areas relative to:
1. Manual toothbrushes
2. Battery operated power toothbrushes
3. More expensive power toothbrushes
Four independent 4-period crossover studies, where subjects used each brush twice,
have demonstrated that brushing with this new
power toothbrush (SpinBrush) results in greater
plaque removal relative to control manual tooth18,19,20
(Table 1)
brushs.
Two independent studies have compared this new
power toothbrush to a positive control battery
powered toothbrush (Colgate ActiBrush ).17,22
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In both these studies, the new power toothbrush
was found to deliver greater plaque removal relative to the positive control battery powered toothbrush, which is widely recognized as an effective
power toothbrush. (Table 2)

Finally, the Crest SpinBrush has been compared
to a positive control electric power toothbrush (the
Oral-B Ultra Plaque Remover).21 In this study, the
whole-mouth plaque reduction data showed that,
on average, the new power toothbrush removed
3.6% more plaque than the positive control electric
power toothbrush. This difference was not statistically significant (p=0.645), and the upper limit of a
one-sided 95% confidence interval on the positive
control electric power toothbrush minus new power
toothbrush difference was found to be 9.4% of the
positive control electric power toothbrush mean.
This finding supports that the new power toothbrush is at least as good as the positive control
electric power toothbrush with respect to plaque
removal, following a single brushing. The positive
control electric power toothbrush has been shown
to be a more effective toothbrush than the clinically
proven Oral-B Plaque Remover.

The efficacy of the positive control battery powered toothbrush has been well-characterized in
the literature. In one recent study, it was shown to
deliver similar plaque removal efficacy to a control electric powered toothbrush (Oral-B Plaque
Remover ).25 The brushes were not statistically
significantly different, although the positive control battery powered toothbrush did demonstrate
directionally (17%) more plaque removal than the
Oral-B Plaque Remover. It has also been shown
to remove plaque better than multiple manual
toothbrushes in a series of post-brushing and
short-term studies.7-11
In post-brushing studies, the power toothbrush
(Colgate ActiBrush®) removed plaque from 30100% better compared to five different manual
toothbrushes (including Oral-B CrossAction®).7,8 In
studies longer than a month in duration, greater
plaque reductions (9.4-36.8%) were observed with
the power toothbrush relative to three different
manual toothbrushes.8-11 In one of these studies,
statistically significant reductions in plaque were
observed relative to the standard American Dental
Association reference manual toothbrush.11

In in vitro testing, the positive control electric
power toothbrush removed statistically significantly
more plaque as compared to the Oral-B Plaque
Remover, with the toothbrushes removing 85.3%
and 72.9% of artificial plaque, respectively.26 In
addition, the positive control electric power toothbrush has been shown to remove statistically significantly more stain (area and intensity) with both
one and two minutes of brushing and directionally greater plaque relative to the Oral-B Plaque
Remover in a pair of clinical studies.27 Importantly,
in a large based practice-based study examining
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daily routine they tend to brush longer than they
do with manual toothbrushes. In order to explore
the generalizability of these voluntary consumer
reports, brushing duration was examined in two
randomized controlled studies to examine whether
subjects brush longer with this power toothbrush
relative to a control manual toothbrush.

16,903 subjects, dental professionals reported that
80.5% of their patients had noticeable benefits
with respect to plaque removal and improved gingival condition.16 Study participants also noticed a
first-person benefit with 74% reporting an improvement in oral health. Following eight months
of use, two-thirds of the 282 dentists interviewed
considered the power toothbrush the most effective method of toothbrushing. Furthermore, in another study the Oral-B Ultra Plaque Remover and
Oral-B 3D removed 57.3% and 61.3% of plaque,
respectively, following 2 minutes of brushing with
the apparent difference in plaque removal efficacy
of the electric toothbrushes being quite small,
28
albeit statistically significant.

The first study used a parallel-group design with
two groups: (1) a power toothbrush group and (2)
a control manual-toothbrush group. There were
64 adults recruited for this study, and they were
randomly assigned to one of the two groups. The
subjects in the power toothbrush group received
the Crest SpinBrush classic, and the manual-toothbrush group received the Oral-B P40 Indicator.
Subjects were asked to time their brushing in the
morning and in the evening with a stopwatch and
record their brushing times in the diary provided.

No adverse events, including oral soft or hard tissue trauma, were attributed to Crest SpinBrush in
any of these seven studies.17-22 This observation is
consistent with the established safety profile of this
power toothbrush. Previously in a 4-week safety
study, it was found to be as safe as a marketed
power toothbrush and safer than an ordinary flat
bristle profile manual toothbrush.29

The study lasted two weeks. During these two
weeks, the subjects brushed using the toothbrush
provided. Subjects were asked to maintain their
brushing routines as normal as possible within the
restrictions of the study. This involved using the
toothpaste that they normally use, brushing in the
pattern that they normally brush, and maintaining
all other behaviors related to their brushing habits
with consistency. Results from the study indicate
that adults’ mean brushing times were significantly
longer when using the power toothbrush than
when compared to a manual brush.

Patient Compliance Studies
Tooth brushing duration has been shown to have
a profound impact on brushing effectiveness, with
longer brushing being highly correlated to more
effective plaque removal.5,30,31 Longer brushing durations have been reported to result in an almost
linear reduction in plaque on tooth surfaces.31 The
clinical study data demonstrating Crest SpinBrush
superiority to manual toothbrushes and battery
powered toothbrushes was generated in controlled
clinical settings where brushing duration was one
minute for all brushes examined to control for the
impact of brushing duration. Voluntary responses
from Crest SpinBrush users suggest that in their

The second study used the same parallel-group
design with two groups: (1) a power toothbrush
group and (2) a control manual-toothbrush group.
There were 60 children recruited for this study,
and they were randomly assigned to one of the
two groups. The children in the power toothbrush
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group received either a mermaid design (girls)
or race-car design (boys) Crest SpinBrush, and
the manual-toothbrush group received the Crest®
Youth manual brush. Parents were asked to time
their children while brushing in the morning and in
the evening and record their brushing times in the
diary provided.

of relatively expensive complex motorized toothbrushes. While many of these toothbrushes
offered clinically proven health benefits through
effective plaque removal, they were financially
infeasible for a large percentage of the population. The new power toothbrush was novel in that
it delivered as good or better cleaning efficacy
than powered toothbrushes at a significantly lower
cost. In parallel, the US power toothbrush market
segment has demonstrated explosive growth since
1999. (Figure 1) Retail sales of power toothbrushes have almost doubled in the last two years.
This growth in power toothbrushes is driving the
overall toothbrush market sales, which is up 15%
since 1999 on flat unit sales. Toothbrush users
are clearly trading up from manual toothbrushes
to powered toothbrushes following the removal
of past pricing barriers. This growth appears to
have been directly driven by the introduction of the
Crest SpinBrush (formerly known as Dr. Johns’
SpinBrush until April 2001). (Figure 2) Since the
summer of 2001, almost one-half of electric toothbrushes sold in the United States have been Crest
SpinBrushes.

This study also lasted two weeks. During these
two weeks, the subjects brushed using the toothbrush provided. Similarly, the subjects were asked
to maintain their brushing routines as normal as
possible within the restrictions of the study. As in
the first study, brushing habits were maintained
consistent throughout the study. The results of
this study indicated that children’s mean brushing times were significantly longer when using
the power toothbrush than when using a manual
brush.
Impact on Dental Care
Prior to the launch of this novel power brush,
which was first marketed as Dr. Johns’ SpinBrush
in late 1999, the majority of the power toothbrush
models marketed in the United States consisted

Figure 2: Retail Power Toothbrush Sales in the United States

Figure 1: Retail Sales in the United States
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Figure 4: Mean Retail Price of Competitive Power Toothbrush Brands

Figure 3: Mean Power Toothbrush Retail Price
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This price change in the broad market is largely
due to the introduction and commercial success
of this novel power toothbrush, which established
a price point that did not exist two years ago. The
recent growth in the power toothbrush market was
largely driven by the under $10 power toothbrush
segment, where growth over the last two years has
been explosive. (Table 6) These data also demonstrate that growth is coming from new power
toothbrush consumers, as opposed to cannibalizing the high-end power toothbrush segment.
While the overall unit sales of total toothbrushes
have remained flat, the percentage of these units
that are electric has tripled from 2.7% in 1999
to 9.5% in 2001. This is driven by an important
value equation, where consumers get the superior
efficacy of power toothbrushes relative to manual
toothbrushes at a price that is not dramatically
higher than many manual toothbrushes.

As a result of the popular interest generated by the
new power toothbrush, the toothbrush market is
fundamentally changing. Electric toothbrush technology is now accessible to the average toothbrush
user. The average price of electric toothbrushes
has been cut in half in the last two years. (Figure 3)
The evolution of the power toothbrush market has
led to a new wave of low priced battery operated
toothbrushes that have been introduced by virtually all the major companies that market power and
manual toothbrushes in the United States. (Figure
4) In addition, the expanding market for these
lower price power toothbrushes has resulted in
lower pricing of the more expensive power toothbrushes that were in the marketplace at the time
Crest SpinBrush launched. The net result has
been greater accessibility and value for toothbrush
users seeking the oral benefits of oral hygiene with
power toothbrushes.
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30

Summary
Collectively, the data presented demonstrate that
Crest SpinBrush is a highly effective cleaning
toothbrush with respect to plaque removal. It has
been shown to be superior to a number of manual
toothbrushes that represent both ordinary and
advanced design toothbrushes. In addition, it has
been shown to be superior to a more expensive
battery powered toothbrush. Finally, it has demonstrated comparable efficacy to a high priced
leading powered toothbrush. In addition, separate
research has confirmed adults and children tend
to brush longer when using this new power toothbrush relative to manual toothbrushes. Increased
brushing duration leads to increased plaque
removal, suggesting that consumers likely receive

a dual benefit with respect to cleaning: greater efficiency and longer brushing exposure. In parallel,
this power toothbrush has also been shown to be
safe relative to manual and power toothbrushes.
Importantly, the low cost of Crest SpinBrush has
changed the power toothbrush marketplace.
People are shifting to power toothbrushes in
record numbers, primarily driven by the under $10
power toothbrush sector. The growth is coming
from new power toothbrush users, as opposed
to the high-end power toothbrush segment. This
is driven by an important value equation, where
toothbrush users get the superior efficacy of power
toothbrushes relative to manual toothbrushes at
a price that is not dramatically higher than many
manual toothbrushes.
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